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Six years ago, we purchased our property 
‘Glenroy’ at Kenilworth. We had been 
looking for a rural property to purchase 
for several years and when we saw the 
Mary River on our property for the first 
time, we knew we had found our forever 
home. 
Before our purchase, the property had been 
leased to grow beef cattle and was a little 
run down. Most of the boundary and river 
fencing needed repairing or replacing and 
we also had a lot of invasive plants such 
as Scotch thistle, Cat’s claw, Castor oil, and 
Wild tobacco. The banks of the river were 
badly eroded and needed some TLC. 
We knew that we wanted to manage our 
farm using restorative and sustainable 
techniques and so we attended a Grazing 
Land Management field day run by the 
MRCCC. 

It was such an informative day and from 
then on we started an ongoing friendship 
with the staff. Shortly after this, with the 
help of various grants, we started our 
project on one of the problem areas on 
the river, which is a 90-degree bend and 
mouth of a large gully. It was a bit of a 
double whammy for the banks when we 
had a rain event and the river would rise 
- it would swirl like a large turbine in this 
spot, eroding everything in its path.
Our project was for pile fields to be 
installed on the river bank leading to the 
bend to slow the flow of the water, batter 
the banks and then install a large amount 
of rock to stabilise the bed of the gully and 
the newly battered banks at the toe of the 
river. A large section of our banks were 
then planted with native trees and grasses 
to help with stabilisation.

As well as this project, we also had support 
to install fencing along the river to keep 
our beef cattle off the banks. We have been 
able to establish multiple paddocks with 
stock troughs so we can rotationally graze, 
eliminate the use of synthetic fertilisers, 
and spread concentrated manure to 
fertilise our paddocks.
Since this work was completed, we have 
had several minor to major flood events 
(four in total so far this year). During these 
events, we have seen almost no erosion 
and a lot of silt and sand deposits. The 
banks where we used to see a lot of erosion 
have held up extremely well and look to 
be very stable. We have lost some of the 
native trees and grasses but overall, more 
than 75% remain and some that were badly 
damaged are re-shooting. 
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On another section of the river, we have a sandy north facing bank 
which is the perfect spot for the Mary River turtle to nest so we were 
very excited to see the bank has remained intact after all of these rain 
events; ready for the turtles in spring. 
We can’t thank everyone enough for assisting us with rejuvenating 
our part of the Mary River. Our part of the river now looks amazing 
with abundant native flora and fauna ecosystems. We are so pleased 
we can breed beef cattle and know we are doing our bit for the Mary 
River and Great Barrier Reef. 

Grab a cuppa, sit yourself down in a comfy chair,
and check out the wide range of videos on the MRCCC’s 
website. There’s hours of viewing now available covering 
riparian rehabilitation, Waterwatch and catchment crawls, 
threatened species including our cod, turtles and lungfish, 
Mary Catchment history and our new River Processes video! 
Look under the Information tab for Mary Catchment videos:

https://mrccc.org.au/videos/ 
and enjoy!!

...STORY CONTINUED FROM COVER

Pile field on the Mary at Glenroy

The Mary River Cod Community Network was created after the 
release of the Mary River Cod Recovery plan. The objective 
of the Network was to spread the word about the cod and 
provide readers with information about protecting the cod 
and improving and conserving their habitat. 
The first CodLine (called Cod Catch-up back then) was 
produced in 1998, at the time that the Recovery plan noted 
that there were as few as 800 cod left in the catchment. 
Anecdotal evidence in recent years suggests that the cod 
population has increased, possibly due to the release of many 
thousands of captive bred fingerlings, greater awareness of 
the species and 25+ years of instream and riparian habitat 
improvement by riparian land managers. 
Each issue of CodLine features at least one article from a land 
manager who has made a conscious decision to fence off the 
creek from stock, remove woody weeds, install off stream 
watering points and revegetate with local native species. 
Multiply this by many hundreds of landholders throughout 
the catchment, and in the future we may well say ‘once
an endangered species’ when talking about the cod! 

MRCCC Resource Centre  
25 Stewart Terrace, Gympie. Mon - Fri 9 am to 4 pm 
Phone:                          07 5482 4766
Email:                         admin@mrccc.org.au
Website:                    www.mrccc.org.au
Facebook:                 https://www.facebook.com/mrccc.org.au
Chairman:                 Ian Mackay 
Secretary:                 Berry Doak
Treasurer:                 Margaret Thompson
Deputy Chair:         Ross Smith
CodLine editors:   Glen Craig, Deb Seal

Contact the MRCCC



It’s in the Bank...It’s in the Bank...
Taking stock of damage to the riverbank after floods is 
confronting.  The entire length of the Mary River received 
major flooding in February 2022, with some new flood records 
set in Gympie and Miva. 

The 2022 floods presented a unique opportunity to evaluate the 
relative success of the large scale riverbank project sites while 
also measuring the ongoing riverbank erosion at sites on the 
Mary River that haven’t been repaired.  Riverbank erosion in the 
Mary River is a major contributor of fine sediment smothering the 
southern Great Barrier Reef.
A recent evaluation was undertaken of the riverbank stabilisation 
sites that have been remediated in the Kenilworth reach of the Mary 
River. Older more established sites with good riparian revegetation 
were found to have weathered the major floods extremely well, 
with significant silt deposition rather than erosion.  These sites have 
improved flood resilience as a result of this work. Sites completed 
in 2021 were noted to have largely resisted channel change and 
riverbank erosion; with some minor isolated scour observed on 
some sites, but far less than sites that haven’t been repaired. In 
effect, sediment to the Great Barrier Reef has been reduced in the 
order of 100,000 tonnes.  Landholders involved in the project have 
been amazed at the resilience of the riverbank stabilization work 
and in particular the resistance of young native seedlings to flood 
events, as Ian Mackie from Kenilworth spoke enthusiastically about 
how the seedlings that had only recently been planted withstood 
the major flooding on his property near Kenilworth, with virtually 
no loss of plants.  Today these plants are thriving due to good 
soil moisture levels, and increasing riverbank stability.
Observations are key in assessing riverbank erosion, with 
LiDAR technology (Light detection and ranging – which 
are images of the riverbank taken from the air) providing 
information on the rate of riverbank erosion over time at the 
same location. This information enables actual volumes of 
riverbank erosion to be calculated, and the rate of change to be 
determined. This provides a compelling tool to fully grasp the scale of 
erosion from significant flood events as the example at Miva 
(pictured) illustrates.
Confidence in the riverbank stabilisation approaches taken in the 
last 7 years have been validated through reviewing the effect of 
the flood events during 2022 and further highlights the urgency to 
remediate key sites on the Mary River.
Tim Elliott, Kenilworth on fencing: 

‘Floods always impact fence lines along our waterways with 
breakages and debris to fix up. We use steel posts and multi-strand 
electric wires for strength and ease of cleaning when the flood recedes. 
We have also trialled a gate system for fast flowing sections like gully 
crossings. The hot wire is buried under the gully bed and the gate can 
be left open if there is enough warning before flood waters come. Or 
we can swing the gate open afterwards and release the trapped debris 
into the gully. It works well for us and makes sure our stock are kept 
away from waterways and sensitive banks.’ 

Building Confidence in Riverbank StabilisationBuilding Confidence in Riverbank Stabilisation

Two images right: 
• Miva site November 2021 before 2022 floods.
• Miva site lost approximately 50,000 tonnes 
following major flooding ( photo taken June 2022 ). 

It’s in the Bank...
Building Confidence in Riverbank Stabilisation

• Charles Street Park, Kenilworth looking downstream, February 2015. 
• Charles Street Park, Kenilworth post 2022 flood.

STORY BY  Bec Watson and Brad Wedlock



Back in 2018, the MRCCC were contacted 
by Seqwater who advised that the Lake 
Macdonald dam wall was in need of repair, 
and as a result, the Gerry Cook Hatchery 
at Mary River Cod Park on Lake Macdonald 
would need to be temporarily closed. The 
closure would take place after the 2018 
breeding season, and a new location would 
be needed for the breeding program to 
continue. This would involve establishing 
breeding ponds and winter housing for the 
8 pairs of Mary River cod at the Hatchery, 
including breeding legend Geraldine, who 
had consistently produced thousands of 
eggs and fingerlings over years spent in the 
breeding program.

With financial support from Seqwater, a decision was made to relocate 
the breeding program to Hatchery Manager Darren Knowles’ rural 
property, a short distance from the hatchery as the crow flies, but a 
lengthy trip by road through the Cooroy hinterland.

Relocate the Hatchery. 
Relocate a breeding program for an endangered species. 

Two small sentences, but a massive undertaking which needed a great 
deal of planning, hard work and expertise from Darren primarily, 
with the help of an army of volunteers and contractors. 
Darren’s initial challenge was getting approval from the local council 
to establish an aquaculture facility on land zoned for strategic 
cropping. The entire process took around six years but was finalised 
in time to enable the infrastructure needed for the breeding program 
to be established at an alternate location. 
Ponds for broodstock were established on Darren’s property with 
the required plumbing and electrical infrastructure needed to 
ensure the water quality was suitable, and the pipes installed which 
would replicate wild cod breeding habitat in each pond. Darren also 
established ponds for breeding plankton for the tiny cod fry. Winter 
tanks for the broodstock were transported to Darren’s enormous shed, 
and the necessary fittings installed to supply water and power to the 
tanks. Troughs to hatch the eggs and raise the fingerlings were also 
transported and set up. Darren also undertook to breed blood worms 
for the fingerlings to minimise the cost of obtaining this food source 
from commercial operators. 
The broodstock were transported from the Gerry Cook hatchery to 
Darren’s mid 2019, in preparation for their first breeding season in 
the new ponds. Unfortunately, although perhaps not surprisingly, no 
spawning occurred that first year, whether as a result of the very dry 
year or the late handling of the fish. 
Add to this the conditions needed for cod to spawn and the challenges 
are clear; the air and water temperature needs to be right, (in particular 
the temperature rise at the end of Winter), the fish have to be well 
fed and the pairs relatively well matched to reduce the likelihood of 

territorial behaviour, and the water quality needs to be near 
perfect. It’s also a reminder that finding suitable broodstock for 
the breeding program is not so simple when you are looking 
for an endangered species, and not all fish are suited to the 
hatchery environment. 
Then there’s the challenge of collecting the closely guarded 
eggs from the breeding pipes without losing a finger or toe to 

Cod help themCod help themCod help them
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the very protective and territorial cod father. Once the eggs are 
relocated to the troughs, the environmental conditions need to 
be just right to heat the water for the eggs to hatch, water that 
needs to be made pathogen free through a process incorporating 
ultraviolet light and ozone. 
Regardless of all the preparation and precautions, an unseasonable 
cold snap can derail the entire breeding process, from spawning 
to the eggs hatching and the survival of the fry and fingerlings. 

It’s therefore heartening to hear that Darren has already collected 
6 spawnings this year amounting to around 40,000 fingerlings, 
and anticipates there may be more. 
All going well, thousands of fingerlings will be released into areas 
where there is suitable cod habitat in the Mary River catchment 
for conservation stocking, and many thousands more into 
impoundments in SEQ for recreational fish stocking. 

their presence at all sites except the Giant barred frog that has 
been absent from Cedar Creek for the past 3 years. That is, until a 
last-minute survey in April when we were able to confirm that this 
species had returned to the site, likely due to the increased flows 
from January and February heavy rains. We collect facial photos 
from each side of all Giant barred frogs encountered for possible 
recognition of individuals and plan to spend time cataloguing and 
cross-checking to see if this is theory is valid. Unfortunately, one 
of the Giant barred frogs we encountered during the recent visit 
was a moribund female that was collected, given care at Australia 
Zoo, but later died. She is now housed with the Queensland 
Museum collection awaiting testing for cause of death. Symptoms 
may indicate Chytrid fungus, which would be the first time we 
have recorded the fungus at the monitoring sites.
Chytrid fungus has been implicated in the decline of the Giant 
barred frog and many other frog species. There is good 
news, however, that the Giant barred frog has recently 
returned to some high altitude sites where it had been absent 
for decades and that, through our survey work over the past 
20 years, the Mary River catchment is recognised as 
supporting 65% of the total population. The distribution 
and abundance knowledge we have gained has contributed 
to its 2021 downlisting from endangered to vulnerable 
under both the Queensland Nature Conservation Act and the 
Australian Government Environmental Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act. Great news for our catchment – the 
less endangered species the better!

A reminder that no fishing is allowed from August 01 to October 31 
in the Mary River and tributaries upstream of the junction of Six 
Mile Creek and the Mary River, Gympie, to protect Mary River Cod 
during the breeding season.

Closed season for fishing
in the Mary 

Four sites on Six Mile, Cooroora, Belli and Cedar Creeks in the 
Mary River catchment (Pomona, Cooroy, Belli Park and Gheerulla) 
are surveyed twice during each frog breeding season to monitor 
the persistence and populations of Giant barred frog (Mixophyes 
iteratus), Cascade treefrog (Litoria pearsoniana) and Tusked 
frog (Adelotus brevis), all listed as vulnerable. The sites have 
been monitored for the past 18 years through funding from the 
Sunshine Coast and Noosa Councils. These three species have 
maintained 

Long-term frog monitoring 
in the Mary 

Healthy Giant barred frog showing facial markings 

1. Darren with one of the broodstock.
2. Fresh hatched cod fry.
3. The artificial Winter ‘ponds’ for the 

broodstock.
4. Two brood ponds at Darren and wife 

Marie’s Noosa hinterland property.
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Norman Lindsay’s 1918 classic ‘The Magic Pudding’, 
describes the adventures of an irascible pudding 
named Albert, his owners Bill Barnacle and Sam 
Sawnoff and the gentleman koala Bunyip Bluegum. 
Albert’s principal quality is, no matter how often 
he is eaten, always growing back ready to be eaten 
again. (‘We’ve been eatin’ ‘im for years,’ says Bill 
Barnacle, ‘an’ there’s not a mark on ‘im.’)

But that’s only the beginning of Albert’s magic, for he can become 
any sort of pudding the eater should desire, steak and kidney one 
day, apple and dumpling the next, and, moreover he loves being 
eaten.
These are the qualities of a magic pudding, oh and always being 
pursued by puddin’ thieves for, despite Albert’s generosity, there 
are many covetous of becoming his owner.

The present Borumba Dam built in the 
1960s would be enlarged with a new, 
higher wall as part of the pumped hydro 
proposal.

Key parts of the pumped hydro proposal 
include the old and raised levels of the 
lower dam, and an upper dam some 
300 metres higher in elevation.

And so, bearing in mind those four defining qualities of a magic 
pudding, let us consider our Mary River. Dorothy Mackellar 
could well have been writing about it when she referred to a land 
‘of drought and f looding rains’.
Prior to the 1980’s water in the Mary and her tributaries stayed 
in the catchment, a source of water for towns along the way, for 

Existing Lower Dam Wall

Proposed Lower Dam Wall

Proposed Upper Dam



Borumba Dam on Yabba Creek, 
a major tributary of the Mary.

animals, for irrigation and of course for those creatures who’ve 
relied on it for far far longer than it’s gone by the name of Mary.
Up until 1989, water for the Sunshine Coast had come from 
several dams on the eastern side of the Blackall Range; Wappa 
Dam, Cooloolabin Dam and Ewen Maddock Dam. In 1989, a large 
dam constructed on one of the Mary’s major tributaries, Obi Obi 
Creek changed all that. 
Built on the western side of the Blackall Range, Baroon Pocket 
Dam meant that for the first time Mary catchment water was being 
piped out of the catchment, a term somewhat euphemistically 
referred to as ‘inter-basin transfer’. 
Many viewed it as tantamount to theft. 
Particularly when you realise that it’s this ‘wet end’ of the 
catchment on which the whole system relies, as far as, and 
including, the internationally listed Ramsar wetland of Great 
Sandy Strait.
Come the Northern Pipeline Interconnector (NPI) in 2008, and 
Baroon Pocket Dam was also able to supply water, as much as 65 
megalitres a day, to the northern parts of Brisbane.
And although the plan to build the hastily-conceived Traveston 
Crossing Dam was scotched by the federal government, the Mary 
was still squarely in the sights as a supplier of even more water 
for south-east Queensland. An Seqwater planning document 
‘Water for Life’ listed pumping water from the Mary to a raised 
Borumba Dam in its forward thinking.
Come 2021, and the announcement of a feasibility study to build 
a pumped hydro facility at Borumba Dam, a key feature of the 
proposal being to raise the existing Borumba Dam by constructing 
a new wall some 20 metres higher.
(The raising of the existing Borumba Dam is only one aspect 
of the proposal which essentially acts as a giant battery, using 
principally renewable energy to pump water up to a new higher 
altitude dam nearby, then running it back down through turbines 
to generate electricity.) 
Some started talking of the Mary being viewed as a magic 
pudding and it’s easy to understand why. 

Others chose a different metaphor and wondered whether the 
raised dam for hydro was akin to a ‘trojan horse’, hiding an even 
bigger water grab for south east Queensland.
It’s perhaps understandable, thanks to abundant photography of 
the Mary in flood, that it be seen as an abundant water source, a 
view that needs to be seriously tempered by the fact that in four 
of the last six years the Mary ceased to flow in its middle reaches 
and that many tributaries and the river itself show long-term 
reduction in flow rates.
At the very heart of a pumped hydro operation is the need for a 
reliable water supply, in the case of Borumba it could be as much 
as 70 000 megalitres pumped from lower dam to the upper one 
and run back down to power turbines to generate electricity.
Urban water supplies, too, require this reliability, indeed it is 
referred to as ‘priority water’.
And increasingly we are seeing that reliability is not a phenomenon 
associated with climate change.
It’s time the Mary isn’t viewed as something that just keeps on 
giving, that cut-and-come-again pudding, that can be water for 
hydro on the one hand, water for urban growth on another, and 
yes, water for other uses in the catchment, and of course water for 
environmental flows.
Those concerned about the pumped hydro proposal being a 
‘trojan horse’ would be relieved to have heard Energy Minister 
Mick de Brenni’s assurance that water would not be pumped 
from the Mary to fill an enlarged Borumba Dam.
It’s time now that there be a whole of government response 
that shows enlightened thinking rather than magic pudding 
salivation, when it comes to the Mary. 
An Seqwater paper had been due in March to shed some light on 
urban water sources into the future. It’s understood to be due for 
release later this year. 

The Mary Basin Water Plan will be out for consultation late 
this year or early 2023.

STORY BY  Ian Mackay
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2022 was a fabulous season for frog activity 
and breeding, with much noise generated 
from dams, swamps and soaks. Our local 
frogs, and many across Australia, are 
well adapted for breeding in temporarily 
inundated habitats or under irregular, 
sometimes rare, rain events. On the other 
hand, the specialists of permanent, flowing 
streams, such as our vulnerable Giant barred 
frog (Mixophyes iteratus) and vulnerable 
Cascade treefrog (Litoria pearsoniana), find 
flooding conditions unsuitable for laying 
eggs and the expectation of hatchling 
tadpoles to survive is lessened. Once the 
flow recedes, conditions become very 
suitable, so long as more flooding doesn’t 
come along too soon! 
This year the 384 Find a Frog in February
citizen scientists had an easy time detecting 
frogs, recording calls and snapping photos 
for identification. Four additional species 
were detected bringing the cumulative 
total for six years to 36.  
It seems that the most common species 
observed this year was the Graceful treefrog 
(Litoria gracilenta) and Striped marshfrog 
(Limnodynastes peronii) that are attracted 
to ‘new’ water; flowing gullies, overland 
soaks, ponds and dams. 
When resting from the flurry of breeding, 
this species has a remarkable ability to 
sit in the open environment and close 
off its skin to most of the liquid, gas and 
chemical exchange that would occur when 
normally active.

FFF has enjoyed superb 
rainfall leading up to, 
during and after (!) its 
6th anniversary!

Green treefrogs (Litoria caerulea) were not noticed as much this year 
as in previous years as we note a decline in this very common and 
much loved species. The Chytrid fungus is implicated in mass deaths 
along eastern, coastal Australia and our region has not escaped. 
Some FFF citizen scientists report that most of their ‘local’ green 
inhabitants have died and that there is very little breeding activity 
this year. As nature so often designs, there is resilience in populations 
and individuals that survive and live on to breed, hopefully restoring 
numbers in the future.
FFF encourages people to provide areas with complex habitat features 
for small fauna on their properties, and provide wetlands and other 
water bodies that will cater for the many and varied needs of the 40+ 
species that we share our land with. Striped Marsh 
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Commonly observed frogs...A B O V E :  Green treefrog x 2 – 
calling, resting.
I M A G E  B Y  S T O C K H A M

I N S E R T: 
Graceful treefrog in amplexus. 
I M A G E  B Y  B . H O R R I L L
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PHOTO TOP : 
Frog surveys in Kgari wetlands.

Few would have forgotten the summer wildfire season of 2020-
2021 that fiercely burnt around 40% of northern and central K’gari 
(Fraser Island). This followed the 2019 wildfire in the island’s south; 
collectively burning well over half of the vegetation (see figure). 
The island is well known for its array of lakes; window, perched 
and barrage lakes and swamps that provide critical habitat and 
connections for many fauna and flora groups and species.
The Australian Government Department of Agriculture, 
Water and the Environment and the Queensland Government 
Department of Science Wetland unit provided funding for 
research into the responses of fauna and flora to the fires. The 
MRCCC has partnered with Griffith University, the Burnett Mary 
Regional Group, Butchulla traditional owners and DES staff to 
carry out assessments of frogs, fish, flora, wetland condition and 
water quality to determine short-term impacts. The MRCCC, with 
Workplace Learning university students and volunteers, were 
kept busy in March and April this year, wading into 59 swamps 
and lakes to greet our amphibious friends. 
The ‘acid’ group of frogs includes three vulnerable species that 
collectively occur from south of Sydney to near Rockhampton, 
and a near threatened species Cooloola Sedge frog restricted in 
range to K’gari, Cooloola coast and Stradbroke Island. They are 
highly adapted to the acid waters and nutrient poor soils of the 
coastal ‘wallum’ terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems.
What did we find? Thankfully, we observed vegetation that was 
mostly recovering with great vigour 16 months after the fire. 

The wetland life appeared to be plentiful and the frogs were active 
and breeding at most of the wetlands. We recorded 12 of the 16 
species known on the island including all of the ‘acid’ frogs. We 
were able to add to current knowledge of the ‘acid’ frog group with 
records for the first time from 25 of the sites. Mostly the groups 
don’t occur all together; only eight sites had all four species in one 
location, but usually at least one or more species are present.
The data is yet to be analysed but it is expected that there is a 
negligible effect on the frogs and fish. However, we need to be 
vigilant in our careful management of such unique and valuable 
areas, and maintain a monitoring program in the face of increasing 
threats from prolonged dry conditions and further wildfires.

K’gari post-fire wetland fauna study

Wallum Sedgefrog

Wallum Froglet



There have been plenty of changes 
happening in the Mary these past 
few months. 

The MRCCC said farewell to long serving 
and much loved Waterwatch coordinator, 
Jess Dean and we wish her all the best for 
her next adventures! Jess did an amazing 
job at working with all our dedicated 
Waterwatch volunteers to keep the 
program running, and growing it to its 
current impressive status. 

Our new WaterWatch coordinator is Keira 
McGrath, who, with a bit of temporary 
assistance from Steve Burgess (former 
coordinator and expert number cruncher)  
is looking forward to getting out and 
meeting up with all of our volunteers 
in the coming months and visiting all 
of our Waterwatch sites throughout the 
catchment. In the aftermath of the floods 
there have been many changes to our river 
and creeks and many of our Waterwatch 
sites need to be reassessed for safety. 

WaterWatchWaterWatch –  – change of the guard!change of the guard!

Keira with Waterwatcher Tony

Jess

The MRCCC has received a plethora of calls from people far and wide 
wanting help or advice to ‘fix’ their damaged creek or riverbank in 
the wake of the 2022 floods. There’s been a great deal of interest in the 
pile field projects that withstood the most damaging flooding. 
Whilst it might be ideal for every caller to construct a pile field, not 
only are these projects expensive and available funding limited, 
they may not be 
the best option for 
every situation.

Flooded with enquiries

WaterWatch – change of the guard!

Mary River, Petrie 
Park Tiaro 

There are resources available for people looking for 
help and advice...

• Follow the link to watch MRCCC’s Sarah talk about the
importance of revegetating degraded streambanks in one of 
three videos produced for the Reef Forum 2020; 
• Learn about river processes in this video produced by the
MRCCC and Alluvium; 
• Management of River and creek bank plantings
• Rehabilitation of erosion gullies
• Why do fish need to cross the road
There is far more recognition these days that lack of riparian 
vegetation is one of the main causes of accelerated bank 
erosion. 
Riparian areas are far more resilient to floods in areas where 
stock access to waterways is managed and off-stream watering 
is available, woody and vine weeds have been removed and 
revegatation with local native species is established.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hr96gRKTVNM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DurRy9kBv4g
https://mrccc.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Management-of-River-and-Creek-Bank-Plantings-DNR.pdf
https://mrccc.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Rehabilitation-of-Erosion-Gullies_V2.pdf
https://mrccc.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Why-do-fish-need-to-cross-the-road_booklet_DPI_NSW.pdf


Since my workplace learning experience with MRCCC, life has 
been busy! I undertook and completed an Honours degree on 
acid frogs at University of the Sunshine Coast in 2013. In 2014, 
I landed my first full-time work at environmental consultant 
Future-Plus Environmental (FPE), where I’ve worked for eight 
years now. The highlight of my time to date at FPE has been the 
successful design and creation of ~2 hectares of acid frog breeding 
ponds at Sunshine Coast Airport, where I worked alongside acid 
frog specialist Dr Ed Meyer. I now manage a team of passionate 
environmental scientists and ecologists and am always looking 
for new ways to innovate what we do.
During this time, I have also devoted a lot of time to various 
roles with the QLD Frog Society, initially as editor of the 
quarterly newsletter, then as President, editor, website and 
social media manager before stepping down from some roles 
and now serve as Events and Initiatives Coordinator. Being 
involved in the Kroombit Frogsearch project for the last 3 years 
has been a highlight, working alongside other passionate people, 
contributing to meaningful conservation outcomes for critically 
endangered frogs.
I married the love of my life, Bethany in 2016, moved to Kilcoy 
and built our home in 2017 and this year we welcomed our first 
child, Acacia into our family. As first-time parents, the last five 
months have been a challenge, but her cheeky grin, good health 
and all-night sleeping habit are a few of many blessings we’re 
grateful for.

I fondly look back on my time as a uni student at MRCCC and 
remain grateful for the risk taken in welcoming me onboard as 
your first workplace learning student. I’m indebted to Eva for 
opening her home up to me at the time to reduce the frequency of 
trips up and down the old notorious single-lane Bruce Highway. 
My employer thought highly of the volunteering experiences I 
had had during my uni studies. I credit my time at MRCCC in 
helping me launch my career at FPE, at a time when there were 
far fewer jobs available in the environmental sector.
Cheers, Jono.
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Jono Hooper
Events & Initiatives Coordinator
m: 0418 779 791
www.qldfrogs.asn.au
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2022 started off with a monumental deluge. 
The year had only just started, and on Friday 7th January 2022 
the heavens opened, fueled by ex Tropical Cyclone Seth which 
had motored around the east of Australia for weeks...And Seth 
just didn’t stop when he arrived here. 650+mm of rainfall fell 
in 24 hours on the Gunalda Range north of Gympie, right in 
the headwaters of Gutchy Creek, where the floodwaters ripped 
straight through the Bruce Highway, on its way down to massacre 
the Mary River at Home Park near Tiaro. Many holiday campers 
on the river were caught unaware by the floodwaters rising so 
quickly on the Friday night. This was the perfect storm – massive 
rainfall during the Christmas holidays late on a Friday night – 
with reports caravans were washed away in the frenzy. The speed 
of the flood rise was frightening – 2m rises were being recorded 
each hour during the first hours of the flood.
The Mary River Home Park gauging station south of Tiaro recorded 
22m – the 2nd highest flood ever recorded at this gauging station, 
and possibly the fastest.
The same storm bomb moved across into the Munna Creek sub-
catchment wreaking havoc there too, resulting in record flooding.  
The flood peak in the Munna Creek reached 17m, breaking the 
2013 record of 16m. At 4pm on the Friday afternoon the Munna 
Creek was normal, 12 hours later at 4am, the creek was 16m 
higher than it was the previous day! In the space of 5 hours on 
Friday night the creek soared 10 metres. Maryborough flooded 
badly due to this storm bomb, with a 9.98m flood (5th highest on 
record).
Ironically, it was also the 7th January 2011 when a storm bomb hit 
Toowoomba, Lockyer Valley, Kilkivan and Woolooga resulting in 
tragedy.
In the days after the January flood we pondered, ‘What if that storm 
bomb hit the upper Mary River catchment? What sort of mess would 
that make?’ Parts of the catchment were given a warning on the 
night of 23rd February. Another storm bomb - lightning rolling 
in around 8pm and then torrential rain all night. This time in the 
Six Mile, Deep and Tinana Creek sub-catchments, resulting in 
350-450 mm rainfall overnight. The rain continued in the Six Mile 
Creek sub-catchment with Pomona recording another 538mm on 
the 25th February.  In 3 days, Pomona almost received its annual 
rainfall tally. On the 26th February rainfall totals across the entire 
catchment were between 250-300mm of rainfall in one day.  

Something had to break, and it did with a bang. The entire 
catchment was charged up, soil saturated, water had nowhere to go 
but into the river. The consequence - Gympie had its biggest flood 
in living memory – 23m. Miva recorded its biggest flood ever at 22 
metres with water lapping the deck on the historical Dickabram 
bridge. The Miva gauging station has been operational for 110 
years – this was pretty significant – we were watching records 
being broken. The Six Mile Creek also broke its previous record 
– a 12m flood – and so too did Tinana Creek with a 14.5m flood
peak recorded, resulting in a 10.7 metre flood in Maryborough. 
Fantastically unbelievable numbers were being recorded.  At one 
point in the flood, all the BoM flood stations in the catchment 
were either at ‘major’ or ‘moderate’ levels of flooding, such was 
the widespread extent.  
Sadly, all this flooding came with a price. Devastating scenes of 
flooded businesses in Gympie, and the Maryborough CBD also 
flooding for a 2nd time in a month.  
Drone footage taken during the peak of the flood in Gympie 
revealed the extent of damage, with oil slicks everywhere – in Mary 
Street, on the Bruce Highway, in Deep Creek – 1000’s of litres of oil 
spilling out into the Mary River. The death of the young Eucalypt 
trees planted for koala habitat at Deep Creek in Gympie is suspected 
to be due to the oil slick coating the leaves before exiting Deep 
Creek heading for the Mary River and the Great Sandy Strait to 
wreak havoc on the seagrasses and starve the Dugong population, 
as happened in 1991 under similar flood conditions.  Deep Creek 
was also exceptionally dirty, coating everything with a thick layer 
of mud.  Evidence of this is still present on some house fences on 
Brisbane Road today. This high sediment load is likely due to the 
extensive earthworks occurring for the Bruce Highway upgrade 
upstream. The Skyring Creek catchment in the Noosa hinterland 
was also exceptionally dirty, presumably due to the huge number 
of landslips that occurred on the Black Mountain Range.
Substantial riverbank erosion occurred in Conondale, Kenilworth, 
Moy Pocket, the Mary Valley, Miva, Tiaro and Maryborough – the 
lower Mary River was significantly impacted due to the 2nd major 
flood in weeks. Fortunately, riverbank project sites in the upper 
Mary River survived the floods exceptionally well where 9.5m 
to 16m flood heights were recorded (1 in 50 year flood events), a 
testament to the value of healthy riverbank vegetation in providing 
flood resilience.

Oil slicks at One Mile in Gympie • February 2022
STORY BY  Brad Wedlock



Have threatened species such as the endangered Mary River 
cod and the Mary River turtle survived these major floods? 
The Mary River turtle has now sustained three major floods in 
the space of 6 months, and with a breeding population of only 
a few hundred across the catchment, 2022 might be this species 
‘annus horribilis’. We can only speculate how many turtles were 
lost during the floods - their population may have crashed and 
their nesting banks lost. The survival rate of the Mary River cod 
is also unknown, with record flooding impacting on core habitat 
throughout the river system and major tributaries. With possibly 
only a few hundred breeding pairs remaining, this species could 
now be on the brink. A survey of Mary’s threatened aquatic 
species is urgently needed to determine population numbers and 
survival rates. 

2022 will be recorded in history for this catchment as one very 
wet year. Going back over each month of previous flood records, 
2022 is on track to be unprecedented. It is the relentlessness of the 
floods this year. A July flood, on top of the May, February and 
January floods. Yes, there have been July floods – 1973 there was 
a massive July flood (20m in Gympie, 18m in Miva, 15m in Moy 
Pocket, 8m in Kenilworth), but that was the only significant flood 
that occurred that year. Generally, the Mary experiences a big 
flood, then a month later another flood, retreating back to normal 
flows. This year however, the catchment is just so saturated, even 
in July and August when it is supposed to be dry.  Spring rain in 
2022 may result in another flood and with the BoM predicting a 
strong La Nina for the summer months, on the back of a saturated 
catchment, we could be in for another rough ride – let’s hope not.  

bom.gov.au
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This year’s World Water Week saw something of a focus on Purified 
Recycled Water (PRW). It wasn’t surprising really, given that the 
State Water Minister Glenn Butcher, and Brisbane’s Lord Mayor 
Adrian Schrinner had announced their support for PRW.
For years, politicians had declared that the public weren’t ready to 
accept purified recycled water for domestic use but a poll conducted 
by the Courier Mail had public support at 48%, considerably ahead 
of opposition.
It’s hard to determine just how we’ll know exactly when the public 
is ready to accept it but you’d have to say that the recent poll by 
the Courier Mail, which had support running at 48%, well ahead of 
those opposed to it, would be a fairly good yardstick.
The term recycled water needs a bit of clarification, especially in 
light of those signs we see saying “recycled water… do not drink”. 
THAT water is not Purified Recycled Water, there are still several 
layers of treatment to reach it. 
Urban water has a treatment process to bring it to potable, or 
drinking, standard. That’s the supply side, and it’s piped to houses 
where it’s used for a number of purposes, the smallest volume of 
which is actually drinking. Apart from water that’s hosed onto the 
garden or lawn (one of the heaviest domestic water uses), water 
from sinks, showers, laundry and toilet is all collected and heads off 
together in other pipes to a waste water treatment plant.
Several different stages of  treatment are carried out, to treat water 
to a standard where it can safely be released in to the environment. 
In the past these have been are called primary, secondary or tertiary 
treatment though this requires further definition so as not to be 
confusing. 
Some years ago Jenifer Simpson proposed a star rating system, 
ranging from no-star to six star, being the purest possible. Five star 
is treated sufficiently for human consumption and conforms to 
Australian Drinking Water Guidelines. The “recycled water do not 
drink” refers to either three or four star reclaimed water, not treated 
sufficiently for drinking. More recently the industry has adopted an 
ABC grade system to describe the end water. A+ refers to drinking 
standard, A to water that can be used to water parks and gardens.
There is also inadvertent recycled water, where partly treated water 
is released into a waterway, then picked up further downstream, 
treated afresh and used as water supply.

In 2006, southeast Queensland was experiencing its worst water 
shortage in over 100 years and plainly needed a reliable, long-term, 
climate-independent source of water.
Completed in 2008, the $2.5bn Western Corridor Recycled Water 
Project in Brisbane is the largest undertaking of its kind in Australia 
and was ranked as the world’s third-biggest recycled water scheme 
at the time, treating water to drinking standard, called PRW, 
Purified Recycled Water.
It forms a key element in the $9bn South East Queensland Water 
Grid – the largest urban drought initiative in Australia – the project 
has a supply capacity of just over 230 megalitres a day. In April 
2008, the new Bundamba treatment plant won the Global Water 
Intelligence water project of the year award. Yet despite this, it’s not 
been used to supply domestic water. It was that same old argument 
about the public not being ready to accept it. The Courier Mail 
dubbed it the “yuk” factor.
There are three plants that make up the scheme and two of them 
have been “non-operational” for some time; the third Luggage 
Point) has supplied purified water to two power stations. 
The Western Corridor Recycled Water Annual Report for 2020-
21 states that the water from the Luggage Point plant met the 
requirements for Class A+ water and that it met the requirements 
for augmentation of drinking water supply. 
Despite its not having been used for domestic supply, there is a 
contingency to call on it during prolonged drought. The present 
plan is that when the combined total of water in dams falls to 40%, 
the plant will swing into action and purified recycled water will be 
piped into Wivenhoe Dam.
Waste water is the one water source that increases as the population 
grows. It seems that just as we trust water treatment works and 
water engineers to produce quality potable water on the supply 
side, so too, we should trust the process of recycling waste water to 
potable standard.
The plant is already built; all we need to do is change the operating 
rules so that much earlier, it can pipe purified water into Wivenhoe 
Dam where it will have a higher quality than the water already in 
the dam.
In a drought-savvy society, all waste water treatment plants would 
treat water to five-star or A+ standard and return it to the supply.

We know all water is recycled but…

STORY BY  Ian Mackay

The water referred to 
in signs like these is 
NOT Purified Recycled 
Water but with extra 
treatment (such as in 
the Western Corridor 
Scheme) it can be 
brought to drinking 
A+ standard.



Father’s Day at the recently reopened 
Fairhill Native Botanic Gardens and 
Nursery at Yandina saw the launch of 
Backyards for Biodiversity SEQ, its aim 
being to inspire people to re-imagine 
their properties.

The group actively helps residents and 
businesses promote biodiversity by 
planting locally indigenous flora to support 
local fauna. Backyards for Biodiversity was 
launched by former Noosa Mayor Tony 
Wellington and included a range of guest 
speakers and bird and butterfly walks.
Backyards for Biodiversity SEQ president 
John Birbeck was, for many years before his 
retirement, a principal environment officer 
with the Sunshine Coast Council. John says 
the group aims to make local backyards 
and the region’s suburbs rich with wildlife 
again.
‘We must think globally and recognise the big 
issues of climate change and, just as seriously, 
biodiversity loss, and then act locally’, he says.
‘If 50 per cent of our residents rewilded 50 
per cent of their backyards, nature would 
be returned to thousands and thousands of 
hectares across our part of the nation.’
Backyards for Biodiversity has an 
impressive list of high-profile supporters. 
Secretary Ken Cross is an inspirational 
speaker and has made a passionate case 
for the scheme at the Mary River Festival, 
Gympie Field Naturalists outing and more 
recently at our MRCCC meeting.
Membership of Backyards for Biodiversity 
costs $40 and includes this wonderful 
poster, a beautiful letterbox sign and more! 
Visit www.backyardsforbiodiversity.org 
for more information.

This year’s AGM is being held at 
Mimburi at the junction of Belli 
Creek and the Mary River on 
Tuesday 25th October. 
Guest speaker is Tom Espinoza 
talking about the Mary River cod. 
RSVP to MRCCC 07 5482 4766 

AGM Date claimer



Commencing on World Rivers Day, Sunday 25th September, 
Mary River Month aims to highlight many of the unique and 
special features of the Mary River catchment through a range of 
activities open to the wider community. The MRCCC’s annual 
Spring in the Mary photo competition opens on 25th September 
and this year has the biggest range of prizes on offer for all 
categories with support from Murray Views Gympie, the Burnett 
Mary Regional Group, Noosa Landcare, Kandanga Farm Store 
and Wide Bay Seedlings.  Categories include the Open, Junior, 
River and Creeks, Wildlife, Rural, Estuaries and Coast and the 
People’s Choice. A maximum of three images per person can 
be sent to springinthemary@mrccc.org.au to arrive no later 
than Friday 28th October with the winners to be announced on 
Mary River Remembrance Day, 11th November. 
Also in Mary River Month, Keira McGrath is coordinating the 
MRCCC’s annual Catchment Crawl with two teams monitoring 
water quality from the headwaters of the Mary to the river 
mouth on the 11th and 12th October. An agenda for both days 
will detail times and locations for people interested in coming 
along to learn more about the quality of water in the Mary River 
and its major tributaries. 
Saturday 15th October the Australian Native Animals Rescue 
and Rehabilitation Association (ANARRA) based in the Gympie/
Wide Bay region is hosting a tree planting to commemorate the 
Queen’s Platinum Jubilee at Winifred Power Park in Widgee. 
The day starts at 7am and will conclude with lunch provided 
by the country cooks from the Widgee Koala Action Group. All 
welcome.
The MRCCC’s AGM is taking place at Noosa High School’s 
Mimburi Campus, in Belli Park on Tuesday 25th October.  
Mimburi is almost 300 acres of rolling hills bordered on the 
south by Belli Creek, and to the west by the Mary River.  As 
well as being a haven for native wildlife, Mimburi is also a 
working farm, providing a myriad of educational opportunities 
for students and visitors alike. AGM Guest Speaker is Tom 
Espinoza talking about recent research on the Mary River cod 
and lungfish.  There will also be an opportunity to take a guided 
walk to the confluence of the waterways where rehabilitation 
works have improved riparian habitat and flood resilience. 

Then Gympie Landcare are coordinating a Biocontrol Forum 
on the 26th October, and ANARRA are hosting a Koala 
Workshop in Gympie on the 29th and 30th October with a 
focus on the rescue and care of our precious koalas. 

• ‘Wren with berry, feeding time’ - Kath Price • ‘The Lookout’ -
Paul Vallier • ‘A Smoky Afternoon in Belli’ - Shanna Bignell 

For more information on any of the 
activities, or to include an activity 
in the MRCCC’s Mary River Month 
calendar email: 

admin@mrccc.org.au 

or call 07 5482 4766
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